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Abstract

Web-based computer learning objects, such as Reusable Learning Objects (RLOs), are becoming more commonplace in nursing and medical education. However, evaluation of RLOs specifically has been limited. The aim of the study was to determine how RLOs impact on the student learning experience and to compare the use and evaluation of RLOs by nursing and medical students. An online questionnaire survey was completed by 233 students (163 nursing and 73 medical). RLOs were more commonly used by nursing students than medical students. Students in both disciplines valued RLOs for flexibility of learning, as revision aids, and to supplement classroom-based learning. Nursing and medical students have different learning needs, and developing materials at the right level of learning is important. Barriers to the use of RLOs included lack of IT competence, technical difficulties, and lack of staff awareness of computer-based learning aids.
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Introduction

The United Kingdom National Health Service (NHS) is undergoing radical changes with the initiation and implementation of the NHS National Programme for Information Technology. Increasingly, technology is used for health communications, healthcare delivery, and patient monitoring (Blake, 2008a; Blake, 2008b). However, practicing nurses use electronic resources in the workplace less frequently than physicians (Estabrooks, O’Leary, Ricker, & Humphrey, 2003), although IT skills are required by both groups for effective decision-making and care delivery (McNeil et al., 2003).

Changes in the preparation of health professionals are required to incorporate new and innovative teaching methods as higher education institutions respond to technological advances in health care. Accordingly, information and communication technologies are increasingly used in learning and teaching to supplement learning and catalyze the rate of knowledge transfer (Adams, 2004; Blake, 2009; Mehanna, 2004).

Significant funds have been invested nationally in the development of reusable learning objects (RLOs) for healthcare disciplines through the Centre for Excellence in Teaching and Learning in Reusable Learning Objects (RLO-CETL) (http://www.rlo-cetl.ac.uk). RLOs are “web-based interactive chunks of e-learning designed to explain a stand-alone learning objective” (RLO-CETL). They are available for a growing range of subject areas and often promoted in nursing, although less so in medicine where computer-aided learning packages are more commonly accessed. RLOs are commonly supplements to learning, with some used as stand-alone revision aids and some integrated within classroom learning. The level of interactivity and use of video or audio clips varies.
Evaluation of learning outcomes of RLOs tends to be on an individual RLO basis and dependent on the educator. Little is known about students’ access to RLOs and their views on the usefulness of the tools. Therefore, a study was developed to investigate students’ use of RLOs.

LITERATURE REVIEW

In broad terms, e-learning is learning which is assisted by interactive electronic technology, offline or online (Beetham, 2002). E-learning overcomes many traditional barriers to education, and offers advantages such as increased opportunities for continuing professional development, flexibility of learning, asynchronous teaching-learning, and enhanced curriculum accessibility. This is particularly important in healthcare where students often balance their learning with shift rotations, overtime work, and family commitments (Blake, 2009). Electronic education methods support self-directed learning, students’ acquisition of skills and confidence in using information technology, a transition from classroom to independent learning (Smith, 2002; Thiele, 2003), and individually paced learning. E-learning can be time-efficient for teachers, freeing them to focus on learners’ educational needs (Berke & Wiseman, 2004).

Computer-based learning objects have potential to enrich the learning process, although in practice, development can be content-focused, costly, and labour-intensive. However, the process of learning is important. Therefore, the quality of instructional design is key, involving a sound knowledge of education, an understanding of learning theory, and an affinity with modern technologies (Maxwell, Doherty, & Jones, 2005). Essential in the
development of computer-based learning tools is the end-users’ perspective, since this determines use and acceptability of such tools, and whether effective learning takes place (Moisio, Markkula, & Smeds, 2003).

**Learners and E-Learning**

Nursing students have ambivalent feelings towards computerized technologies (Thompson et al., 2001), a reticence to adapt to technological innovations (Adams & Timmins, 2006), and lower IT skills at program entry than undergraduate medical students (Seago, Schlesinger, & Hampton, 2002). Evidence about the impact of computerized teaching tools on student satisfaction and learning is contradictory and perhaps indicative of variations in student learning styles within study samples (Mitchell, Ryan, Carson, & McCann, 2007). In some studies, e-learning has been reported to encourage independent learning (Thiele, 2003), enhance student satisfaction (Jeffries, 2001; Maag, 2004), create greater stimulation in learning compared with traditional lectures (Woo & Kimmick, 2000), and enhance critical and reflective thinking (Ali, Hodson- Carlton, & Ryan, 2004). Further, increased frequency of use of online materials by nursing students is associated with higher assignment marks (Mitchell et al.). Conversely, lower evaluation scores for web-based learning compared with traditional classroom learning (Buckley, 2003), and lower satisfaction with fully web-based learning courses compared with web-supplemented traditional forms of learning (Kearns, Shoaf, & Summey, 2004) have been reported.

There has been exploration of the student learning experience in relation to e-learning in general (Atack & Rankin, 2002; Chang, Tseng, Hsaio, & Wang, 2003, Gill, 2007), and
the specific learning outcomes of particular reusable learning tools in certain health topics (e.g., Conroy, 2007; Leonardi-Bee, 2007). However, the accessibility, use, and impact of RLOs on the student learning experience in nursing and medicine have not yet been fully investigated.

**STUDY PURPOSE**

The primary aim of the study was to assess student use of reusable learning objects their impact on the student learning experience. A secondary aim was to compare the use and evaluation of RLOs between students from the disciplines of nursing and medicine.

**METHODS**

Ethical approval was granted for this cross-sectional questionnaire study by the local Medical School Ethics Committee in March 2008. Approval for accessing medical and nursing students was granted by the participating Faculty.

*Questionnaire Survey*

The questionnaire is an existing evaluation tool developed by RLO- CETL, to be completed by students who have used one or more RLOs in their module or course of study. Questionnaire items included demographic data, self-reported computer use, access to RLOs, use of reusable RLOs, and matters related to learning. Items were mostly closed questions (‘tick-box’) with opportunity for free text responses to expand on responses.
**Procedures**

Following a brief pilot survey resulting in some minor amendments, an invitation to access a link to a web-based online structured questionnaire survey was sent by e-mail to all nursing and medical students, together with an explanation of the purpose and voluntary nature of the survey. A link to the survey was also placed on the students’ Networked Learning Environment, the student intranet Portal, and Faculty websites. Completion of the survey was voluntary and anonymous, and no identifying demographic data were requested. Respondents were asked to identify whether they were a nursing or medical student. After four weeks, reminders were sent by email to all students. Data were analysed using SPSS Version 15.0.

**RESULTS**

**Demographic data**

Of the 542 students who viewed the survey, 233 (43%) completed it. There were 160 nursing students, 143 (89.4%) female and 17 (10.6%) male. Nursing students were from all four years of study (year 1=40%, year 2=28.8%, year 3=26.9%, year 4=4.4%). There were 73 medical students, 45 (61.6%) female and 28 (38.4%) male. Medical students were from all five years of study (year 1=61.6%, year 2=9.6%, year 3=15.1%, year 4=9.6%, year 5=4.1%).

The ages of nursing students ranged from 17 to 59 years ($M=27.54, SD=8.88$) whereas the medical students were 18 to 43 years old ($M=21.58, SD=.4.59$). Nursing students were significantly older than medical students ($t=5.41, df=227, p<0.001$).
**Self-reported Computer Use**

There were no significant differences between medical and nursing students’ reported access to the web. However, there was a significant difference in reported computer confidence ($\chi^2 = 6.8$): nursing students (17.5%) were three times more likely to report low confidence than medical students (5.5%) and medical students (94.5%) were more likely to report higher confidence than nursing students (82.5%). Despite this, nursing students (76.2%) were more likely to have used RLOs than medical students (13.7%) ($\chi^2 = 79.87$).

**Access to learning objects**

Most students (83.7%) heard about RLOs from lecturers or module leaders with a minority hearing about them from other students (5.2%), the course handbook (3%), this survey (3%), or by other methods such as web browsing. Students most commonly accessed RLOs at the beginning or during a course or module, or before an assessment. A minority reported technical difficulties in accessing the RLOs. Nursing students highlighted a small number of concerns including titles not indicative of RLO content, inadequate resources at one learning centre (e.g., no sound), and slow internet access. Medical students did not identify any particular technical difficulties except for time for the RLO to load. Computer access, computer confidence and use of RLOs for nursing and medical students are presented in Table 1.
Students who had used an RLO responded to items about the learning experience. Overall, responses were positive with 94% reporting they would use RLOs again. See Table 2 for the full results. In Table 3 students’ responses to evaluation of various elements of the RLOs are presented.
Table 2

*Frequency and Percentage of Responses to Evaluation Items about RLOs (N=152)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RLO Evaluation Item</th>
<th>Strongly agree n (%)</th>
<th>Agree n (%)</th>
<th>Disagree n (%)</th>
<th>Strongly disagree n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clear about purpose or objectives</td>
<td>38 (28.4)</td>
<td>93 (69.4)</td>
<td>3 (2.2)</td>
<td>0 (0) †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easy to navigate</td>
<td>52 (34.2)</td>
<td>93 (61.2)</td>
<td>7 (4.6)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduced new concepts/terms clearly</td>
<td>28 (21.1)</td>
<td>95 (71.4)</td>
<td>10 (7.5)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would recommend to my peers</td>
<td>48 (36.1)</td>
<td>80 (60.2)</td>
<td>5 (3.7)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would like to see more RLOs to support modules</td>
<td>60 (44.8)</td>
<td>62 (46.3)</td>
<td>10 (7.5)</td>
<td>2 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the right level for my stage in the course</td>
<td>21 (15.8)</td>
<td>100 (75.2)</td>
<td>12 (9.0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complement other teaching on the course</td>
<td>25 (18.8)</td>
<td>96 (72.2)</td>
<td>12 (9.0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoy learning from RLOs</td>
<td>35 (26.1)</td>
<td>86 (64.2)</td>
<td>12 (9.0)</td>
<td>1 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I learn better from RLOs than books</td>
<td>24 (18.1)</td>
<td>52 (39.1)</td>
<td>5 (3.7)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I learn better from RLOs than lectures</td>
<td>9 (6.7)</td>
<td>39 (2.9)</td>
<td>77 (55)</td>
<td>10 (7.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†Row totals >152 indicate missing responses
Students reported a range of aspects of relating to ease of access and the ability to reflect back on learning at a convenient time and location: “RLOs can be reviewed as often as required, whenever required” and, “They are simple to understand, and you can absorb information at your own pace”. The ability to access them from home, or whilst on placement, seemed an important element in order that students could work through materials at a pace comfortable to them. One said, “I have commitments outside of the university and have to fit in my study when I can. Knowing that there are RLOs available means that I can go over a topic without having to contact my tutor with basic questions which would make me feel a bit silly”.

The value of RLOs as an alternative and supplementary mode of learning was recognised: “the interactivity...gives a different perspective” and “I learn better with animation and interactive elements”. One student said that amalgamating visual and
auditory information made the materials understandable to a larger number of people, and stated: “with the combination of visual and audio materials I picked things up faster”.

One student, disclosed a learning disability, relied on RLOs as an effective enhancement to lecture materials, which provided ‘manageable chunks’ of learning. Others valued the fact that RLOs provided accurate ‘notes’. Many reported that RLOs were helpful as revision aids or as a method of consolidating learning undertaken in the classroom. One stated, “They (RLOs) give easy explanations of topics I find complicated. You can play them over and over again if you don’t understand the concepts or want some revision”.

Many recognised the value of RLOs for ‘repeatability’ and one noted that RLOs were easier to understand since, “in a lecture, it can be very confusing to move on when you haven’t grasped the subject”. Some valued the ability to test their own knowledge and learning: “I like there to be an assessment at the end so I can see what I have learnt” and “using online exercises can test my knowledge by working through examples and then seeing where I went wrong”.

The relevance of materials was raised by those who noted the importance of integrating RLOs directly with course content: “If it is targeted for our course, then we can be confident that all the content is appropriate.” Some commented that RLOs could occasionally be at the wrong level, either “too complicated” or “fall below expectations of learning needs”, and some said they would have benefited from additional direction to further reading materials. Difficulties were identified in locating the desired RLOs. Barriers to access were poor organisation of RLOs online and occasional technical difficulties. Some students reported a lack of confidence with computer use, although there was acknowledgment that computer competence is necessary and would “help me
to develop my IT skills”.

An inability to ask questions was identified as a negative aspect of computer-based learning, and amongst some students there was a lack of motivation to use materials that were not mandatory for the course. Further, students highlighted that knowledge of RLOs was not consistent amongst teaching staff: ‘I asked my tutor about them and she didn’t know what they were...not all the lecturers can tell you what is available’. However, the most common feedback was that more RLOs are required to support a wider range of subjects: “there are simply not enough of them”. The majority of comments were positive and suggested that students valued RLOs: “almost all of the RLOs I have visited I will access again”.

DISCUSSION

This study explored the use of online RLOs by nursing and medical students. Many nursing students confidently used RLOs (when compared with a smaller group of medical students) and despite some barriers, found them useful as learning tools, particularly due to the online access, self-assessment capabilities, and interactivity. E-learning seems to be well-accepted by the majority of healthcare students who appreciated flexibility and choice in learning opportunities. Nursing students reported concerns relating to IT skills; some medical students reported concerns about pedagogical expectations for RLOs and ensuring content is matched to the level of study. Students saw e-learning as supplementing rather than replacing traditional methods of learning in nursing and medicine.
IT Confidence, Access, and Flexible Learning

Barriers to the use of RLOs can be readily addressed. Students suggested increasing organization of RLOs online so materials could be more readily located and increasing awareness about their availability amongst staff. Nevertheless, accessing and using RLOs is also dependent on IT confidence and this was identified as a barrier amongst nursing students but not medical students; this is comparable with other research suggesting that medical practitioners are more comfortable in, or certainly report greater use of IT than nurses (Adams & Timmins, 2006; Estabrooks, et al., 2003). Since healthcare delivery increasingly relies on information technology, a lack of IT skills amongst healthcare students, particularly of nurses, is of concern (Adams & Timmins). Although RLOs and other computer-assisted learning techniques are becoming more commonplace within educational environments, study findings highlight the need to raise awareness about these tools amongst both staff and students, and to provide training opportunities for staff so that RLOs are appropriately integrated within the curriculum. This will require ongoing support and mentoring for development and delivery, technological training, and incentives for staff involvement (Blake, 2009). Staff training may also ensure that technical aspects of such tools are improved whilst still supporting pedagogical aspects of learning. For the students, particularly in the nursing profession, improving student confidence in e-learning via education and training will be essential for encouraging further use of these methods. Some authors have suggested that simply engaging in e-learning can itself serve to increase computer competence (Atack & Rankin, 2002).

Students in this study identified the benefits of RLOs for flexible learning, either to supplement traditional methods of learning, consolidate classroom teaching or for
revision aids, and to provide peace of mind knowing that materials provided in the classroom could be accessed again at a later date. Authors have previously identified the need for more flexibility and accessibility in educational provision in healthcare subjects (Clark & Robinson, 1994) and that online learning may be advantageous for healthcare students who benefit from flexibility of time and location for knowledge acquisition (Blake, 2009). Certainly, computer-based learning has been shown to be the preference for qualified health professionals undertaking continuing professional development (e.g. Chang, et al., 2003; Gill, 2007).

**Learning with Learning Objects**

E-learning has been described as a ‘revolution in education’ (Ruiz, Mintzer, & Leipzig, 2006) and research has shown that learning with e-learning tools can be effective even for clinical decision-making and practice learning (Atack, 2003; Atack & Rankin, 2002; Niederhauser, Bigley, Hale, & Harper, 1999). Participants in this study held predominantly positive attitudes towards RLOs and they felt the need to increase the range of subjects available. Despite positive attitudes towards RLOs, like staff in previous surveys (Blake, 2009), these students viewed the e-learning tools as supplementary learning materials to complement traditional teaching. Nevertheless, having access to supplementary tools such as RLOs not only integrates e-learning into healthcare education and improves IT skills, but allows learning to be individualized and teaching to be multifaceted to account for varying learning styles and preferences.

There was some variation in student expectations of e-learning tools, and differences in training and support needs between nursing and medical students. However, although
confidence and competence to use e-learning tools may vary, it is clear that e-learning materials need to be visually stimulating and interactive rather than simply informational for students to engage with the pedagogy effectively (Song & Kidd, 2005). RLOs also need to be relevant to level of study and at the appropriate level of complexity for the learners. Again, there may be differences between nursing and medicine in expectations and therefore it is recommended that they are developed specific to a discipline, or if interdisciplinary, they need to be developed by a multiprofessional team to ensure content is appropriate to target differences in learning levels.

**Study Limitations and Implications for Further Research**

There are a number of limitations to this study. Firstly, knowledge of student use of computer-based learning tools is limited to those who responded to the online survey. It may be that the most ‘computer-competent’ students completed the survey and thus, we may know little of the attitudes towards e-learning held by those less competent or confident in online technologies. However, a large proportion of those who clicked on the web link did complete the survey and the response rate overall was higher than other e-learning surveys of healthcare students (e.g. Docherty & Sandhu, 2006) and therefore, was perceived to be high enough to develop a picture of attitudes towards e-learning in the healthcare student population. Nevertheless, the findings may not be representative of non-responders from these disciplines, particularly in medicine where only a small number of students had engaged with RLOs.

Further, the survey used the term *reusable learning object* (RLO) to reflect one of the computer-based learning tools frequently used within the Faculty. Due to developing e-
learning strategy within the Faculty, a large proportion of teaching staff in nursing are currently aware of RLOs regardless of whether they actually use them in teaching or not (Blake, 2009). Comparable information for medicine is not available. However, some students may not know the term and may have reported that they had not used RLOs when, in fact, they were simply not familiar with the terminology. This may be particularly relevant for students in medicine who may be more familiar with the term computer-aided learning. As well the nursing school’s recent investment in e-learning and RLO development may have made the term more familiar to nursing students. As well, it must be recognized that there are many e-learning tools and RLOs represent just one form of these.

This study examined responses to RLOs in general, although investigating student responses to specific RLOs would have allowed for identification of specific elements that students found valuable (e.g. RLOs vary in level of interactivity). This warrants further investigation.

Although these findings are unique to students’ perceptions of RLOs rather than e-learning materials in general, the issues raised may be relevant to other e-learning modalities. Whilst this study sheds light on healthcare students’ use of RLOs and their perceptions of e-learning as method of learning, qualitative study would provide more in-depth analysis. Further research should quantify the impact of RLO use on educational attainment, and also investigate whether this form of learning can serve to improve practice skills and quality of patient care as well as theory-based subjects.

CONCLUSION
Healthcare students were positive about RLOs and this form of e-learning should be acknowledged as a formal learning tool, complementing traditional learning resources and providing individualized learning and flexibility. Education and training should be provided for staff in successful development and integration of RLOs into curriculum. Developing and embedding materials into education and clinical practice puts increased demands on educator’s time, which must be recognized and supported. Consistent with previous studies, it is recommended that technical support and guidance be provided for students who lack confidence or for whom computer skills may be below the expected ‘norm’ (Mitchell et al., 2007). E-learning materials need to be easily accessible and widely promoted as a source of learning. They need to be interactive, engaging, and appropriately matched to course materials and to learning needs of the target population. Attention needs to be paid to the underpinning pedagogy and desired learning outcomes.
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